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THE CULTURE IMPERATIVE 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ALIGNING ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE WITH STRATEGY 

Abstract 

Organizational culture provides the underpinnings for the success or failure of an organization in achieving its 
strategic goals. As a critical component for success, organizational culture speaks to the very real issue of “what is 
expected around here; what are the attitudes and behaviours I need to fit in and succeed?” Either due to non-
awareness or conscious discounting of its impact, many organizations fail to invest in creating and sustaining an 
organizational culture that aligns human capital energies with immediate and strategic organizational direction 
and goals. Instead, massive investments in policy, technical competency and reporting structures are pursued in 
isolation, with less than expected results. By identifying and correcting the gaps between current culture and one 
that enables achievement, innovation, talent attraction, development and retention and positive collaboration, 
organizations will be better equipped to realize their objectives and proactively shape their market space. 

What is Organizational Culture and Why Does It Matter?  

We are all, to some degree, a product of the cultures within which we live and work. The term “culture” is widely 
applied to all aspects of life, with individuals and groups subject to and contributing towards the further 
development of their cultures. No one would deny the influence of cultures based on ethnicity, nationality, 
religion, even gender and age. They shape the world. People speak freely of music culture, pop culture, and various 
counter-cultures. 

Cultures evolve as success strategies within affiliated groups of people with common interests and objectives. They 
are the sum total of attitudes, belief structures and behaviours that bind and even identify the group. Cultures 
create pressure to fit in, comply with cultural directives and, either overtly or covertly, propagate the culture in 
others. Cultures create and experience stress of many kinds. As success strategies, changing environmental or 
knowledge based realities compel cultures to respond.  

Business and government is subject to the same realities as any other human enterprise, and the inevitable result 
is organizational culture.  This is because all business and government enterprises are identifiable, affiliated groups 
of people.  The impact of their organizational culture on the expeditious achievement of short and long term 
strategic, tactical and operational goals is significant. The fundamental realities are: 

1. You cannot not have an organizational culture. The presence of people guarantees one.  

2. Everyone owns culture, but leaders have the greatest impact on it. 

3. Leaders must own and actively manage their organizational culture. 

4. Culture normally trumps competency with regards to outcomes. 

5. If the results you want are not the results you are getting, then as an organization, you may not be who 
you think you are. 

Culture, Brand and The Talent Crunch  

Marketing is core to organizations. Marketing drives sales of goods and services, and creates image, credibility and 
brand. External brand is used, among other things, to attract talent. People like to be affiliated with successful 
brands, because the prestige and power of the brand will then be associated with them too. Successful brand 
marketing always incorporates deep ties to positive emotions and a sense of belonging to and with something 
good and important.  Executives know this. Recruiters know this. 
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Organizations go to great lengths to promote the view that their greatest resource is their people, or even that the 
people are the organization outright. Current social networking technologies are playing an increasing role in 
“word of mouth” marketing as to which organizations are great places to work, and those that are not. More than 
ever, the “great place to work” is a key attractor for the “Gen Y” or “Millennial” group of talented professionals 
now entering the work force. The ability to attract, develop and retain this generation of talent is already an 
important indicator for the long term success of organizations. 

Imagine the results for an organization that fosters and sustains a positive culture aligned to their external brand. 

Positioning and Harnessing Culture: The Enterprise Performance Framew ork 

Defining Success: The Desired Outcomes  

Organizations exist to generate desired outcomes. In order to create and sustain such an organization, the first 
step must be defining those outcomes with sufficient clarity and precision to enable measuring degrees of 
achievement. In this way, organizations are reverse engineered from strategic goals. Specific tactical initiatives will 
be undertaken over time to enable such achievement. Operational systems and resources will be put in place to 
provide necessary infrastructure. 

We have identified the following high level strategic objectives that are common to most organizations: 

 Profitability 

 Client loyalty 

 Employee engagement 

 Innovation 

 Market leadership 

 The ability to transform the business as needed to continue supporting the other outcomes. 

We have used these outcomes as the overarching goals within an Enterprise Performance Framework™ that 
illustrates the importance and positioning of organizational culture for the achievement of strategic objectives. 
These are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. Organizational Outcomes 
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The Master Plan: Organizational Direction 

In order to achieve their identified goals within the shortest period of time 
and to translate those achievements into sustainable practice, 
organizations must elaborate their vision and strategy in a formal way. This 
information is commonly captured in Vision Statements that identify and 
define strategic goals along with appropriate metrics. Vision is not just 
about the future. It identifies how an organization views the world and the 
marketplace in the present. Metrics may include identified markets, levels 
of market penetration and organizational positioning upon achievement, 
associated revenue, time frames and high level strategies for achievement. 
Vision, strategy and metrics gain context through the creation of baseline 
documentation representing the as-is state of the business. This includes 

organizational Mission and Values statements and current state levels on markets, positioning and revenue. The 
delta between the current and future states represents the strategic, tactical and operational focus for the 
organization going forward. The success of an organization’s vision, mission and values against business results is 
most often revisited on an annual basis to verify progress and accommodate changing realities. 

These items form the foundation of the Enterprise Performance Framework™ and are shown in Figure 2. 

Climate Control: Getting Down to Business  

In order to achieve their strategic objectives, organizations typically invest 
great energy, money and other resources creating an optimized 
infrastructure. Business functions are organized into efficient reporting 
structures through division of labour and delegation of authorities and 
accountabilities. Regulatory constraints from government and industry are 
investigated and incorporated into the fabric of the organization. 
Necessary skill levels and competency sets are mapped against required 
business functions in order to produce job descriptions and career ladders. 
Professional development programs are put in place that include the 
appropriate mix of formal training, informal coaching and mentoring and 

succession planning. Core business principles are elaborated into formal policies and informal guidelines for 
behaviour.  Business processes are engineered to create consistency, visibility, accountability and traceability tied 
to deliverables. Product and project management are harmonized with capacity planning, market research and 
sales functions. Appropriate levels of technology based systems and tools are sourced and implemented. All of this 
creates what we call organizational climate; the surface level manifestations of an organization. These elements 
are shown in Figure 3. 

The driving idea and assumption often held by leaders is that once all of this is in place and operational, the 
organization should be able to achieve the strategic outcomes.  So why, so often, does this not happen? What is 
causing this ongoing performance gap? The performance gap, illustrated in Figure 4, is a major focus of concern for 
organizational executives. Extensive investigation into climate related items begs questions such as: 

 

Figure 2. Organizational Direction 

 

Figure 3. Elements of Organizational Climate 
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Do we have the right people? 

Have we invested enough in the right technology? 

Have we provided sufficient direction and 
organizational support for operations? 

Why does our competitor, who has built essentially the 
same structures and systems we have, do so much 
better than us? 

Why do our people keep leaving to work for the 
competition? We know it isn’t money because we pay 
about the same as they do. 

We know we are missing something critical. What is it? 

 

The Culture Imperative: The Missing Link That Closes Performance Gaps 

Organizational culture represents the link that often explains gaps in organizational performance when everything 
else seems to be in place and functioning well.  It can also explain why performance can be better than expected 
when some aspects of organizational climate, such as business processes or technology, are not as polished or 
capable as one would like to see. The key to understanding culture is that it does not just happen. It is engineered 
over long periods of time by every member of the group, with leaders having the greatest impact.  

As the sum total of attitudes, belief structures and behaviours required to 
fit in and be successful, organizational culture represents fundamental 
learning for new recruits as to “what is expected around here”. Nautical 
words and phrases such as “learning the ropes”, “finding out which way 
the wind blows” “on boarding” and “orientation” are commonly applied to 
the first order of business for newcomers to an organization that is 
considered “a ship under sail”. Organizations frequently self-describe in 
words and phrases that appeal to emotions and attitudes associated with 
extended family, successful teams and cultural distinctiveness (Figure 5). 

This process is fundamentally tribal and is often ritualized with specific 
training programs that include modules with titles such as “We are Monumental Bank” followed closely by “You 
are Monumental Bank”. The implications go far beyond sales figures and the material almost always includes direct 
appeals to the newcomer’s sense of responsibility to maintain the well being of the happy, successful, familial 
group of people used in the presentations, and how they can and will influence it. 

Organizational culture needs to be actively established, shaped and monitored in order to ensure the success of 
the enterprise and those within it. Carefully managed organizational culture assists in recruiting those individuals 
who will work well with the group and who will internalize the strategic direction and imperatives of the 
organization. 

Leading the Culture, Whether You Like it or Not  

There is an old saying that no one pays attention to what the boss says, but everyone pays attention to what the 
boss measures.  A call centre manager who verbally espouses the importance of customer service but then 

 

Figure 4. What are we missing? 

 

Figure 5. Welcome to the family. 
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rewards representatives based on the number of calls they field per day will find that customer satisfaction ratings 
are plummeting, as representatives focus on getting on to the next call as quickly as possible. 

Not only do leaders have the greatest impact on culture, but the swiftness and degree of that impact is 
commensurate with the power and position of the leader. Managers who do not delegate authority along with 
accountability will create a culture of dependents. Leaders who bask in the glory of successes without 
acknowledging the contribution of the team and sharing the wealth of the spoils will create embitterment. Leaders 
who will not harbour dissent create a culture of unquestioning “yes” men and women. 

Note that it is not only the leaders’ behaviours that impact culture. It is also the choices they make regarding 
business systems, organizational structures, policies, business rules and processes. All these choices send messages 
regarding the nature of the culture and what the leaders believe are the most important aspects to focus on. For 
example, promoting highly oppositional, competitive or conventional people to leadership positions tells a story. 
Culture becomes a mirror of the impact of those choices made at the climate layer by leaders. 

To some degree, everyone within a culture group must exhibit leadership. One is only with their external, 
organizational leader a small percentage of the time, for feedback, coaching and direction. The remainder of the 
time employees are expected to lead themselves. We call this the Leader Within™. The degree to which that leader 
comes to work with us, creating self empowerment, innovation and energy, is largely a consequence of the impact 
our managers have on our attitudes and behaviours. 

Closing the Gap: Understanding The Ideal State Versus the Current Culture  

Organizations seeking to harness and manage their 
cultures must identify the culturally based barriers to 
success and use effective tools and metrics to monitor 
progress towards an ideal culture.  

We normally begin by working with the senior leadership 
team to identify the characteristics of their ideal 
organizational culture. This is followed by investigation 
with their direct reports, teams and employees regarding 
the current culture, especially with regards to how 
people are behaving based on the impact of their 
leaders’ behaviours. The findings often indicate 
significant differences between the organization that 
leaders think they have and the one they actually do 
have. 

Because of the pervasiveness of culture, right down to the level of the individual, it is critical that all members of 
an organization understand their personal ownership of the organizational culture. If a chain is only as strong as its 
weakest link, then everyone has the potential to augment or damage the culture of the organization. Charismatic 
or operationally powerful individuals can influence those around them very quickly, even when there is no direct 
reporting relationship. 

 

Figure 6. Current versus ideal culture 
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Quantifying Culture 

 

It is a truism that the nature of the measurement tool 
determines what is measured. Climate issues within an 
organization are normally measured through employee 
surveys. Performance reviews gauge past performance, 
while status reports indicate current state against 
baseline and projections. Personality assessment tools 
can uncover patterns of thinking, personal values and 
ethical viewpoints.  

For organizational culture, selected measurement 
technologies and tools must focus on attitudes, belief 
structures and behaviours. Our tool of choice at 
ACHIEVEBLUE™ is the Circumplex™, originally developed 
by Dr. Clayton Lafferty over thirty years ago. Since then, 
spearheaded by ongoing research by Dr. Robert Cooke 
and organizations using the tool around the world, the 
Circumplex™ has been used to provide quantitative 
insight into what and who drives organizational 
performance. Various diagnostic tools based on the 
Circumplex™ uncover the nature of organizational 
culture as experienced by the organization as a whole, 

leaders, teams, individuals and even customers. 

The Circumplex™ categorizes the factors underlying performance into three broad behavioural sectors that 
accurately describe what is happening within an organization and provides specific recommendations for 
transformation towards improved organizational performance and results. Each of the three sectors is further 
divided into four discrete behaviour styles that can be quantified, integrated and reported. 

 The Blue Styles: Constructive Attitudes and Behaviours 
Constructive cultures create behaviours that focus on the achievement of challenging goals, aligning work 
to strategy, innovation, production of high quality deliverables, personal ownership, positive conflict 
resolution, professional development, talent attraction and retention, mutual support, teamwork, 
coaching and mentoring. 

 The Green Styles: Passive/Defensive Attitudes and Behaviours 
Passive / Defensive cultures create disempowered, disengaged attitudes and behaviours where people set 
goals to please others, support those with the most authority, deal reluctantly with conflict, strive not to 
“rock the boat”, follow orders even when they are perceived as wrong and try to “fly under the radar” 
when things get rough. 

 The Red Styles: Aggressive/Defensive Attitudes and Behaviours 
Aggressive / Defensive cultures create behaviours that focus on resistance to change, belief in force, 
growing and defending one’s power base, punitive measures against others, internal competition and 
analysis paralysis from fear of making mistakes. 

 

Figure 7. The Circumplex 
Circumplex © Human Synergistics. Used by permission. 
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The concentric rings within the Circumplex™ represent 
aggregate percentile scores based on research with 
thousands of individuals across hundreds of public and 
private sector organizations. The most significant of 
these is the third concentric ring out from the central 
point, representing the fiftieth percentile. Your score, 
indicated by the degree of colour within a segment, 
indicates where you stand above or below what half of 
past respondents have scored.  

For the red and green behavioural styles, scores below 
the fiftieth percentile can represent healthy energy. For 
example, a score of 35 in approval may indicate that 
people do respect established reporting and approval 
processes rather than going off on their own without 
approval. It is only when red and green scores exceed 
the fiftieth percentile that there is cause for concern. 

The ultimate goal for an organization is to create a 
culture that nurtures and promotes maximum 
constructive (blue) attitudes and behaviours. In other 
words, the goal is to achieve blue. Our name 
ACHIEVEBLUE™ comes from this central mission. 

The Integrated Picture 

The integration of the diagnostics 
supplied by Circumplex™ based tools 
with the Enterprise Performance 
Framework™ allows organizations to 
create a detailed picture of their 
current and ideal operating cultures. 
Armed with this, organizations can 
undertake specific, highly targeted 
initiatives to close performance gaps, 
sustain and grow existing successes, 
and transform themselves into 
performance leaders. 

It must be stated that culture does not 
change overnight. As a fundamental 
organizational transformation, it 
requires diligence, consistency of 
behaviour and persistence. Depending 
on the current culture profile, 
significant, measurable improvement 

may take a year or more.  Ownership of organizational culture begins with having what we call The Courageous 
Conversation, first with yourself and then with others. It continues with owning the reality of your current culture, 

 

Figure 8. Indications of an organization that produces unhealthy 
levels of aggressive/defensive and passive/defensive behaviour. 

 

 

Figure 9. The Enterprise Performance Framework 
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as an organization, team and individual. Cultural transformation is not a project. It is a mindset and a way of doing 
business that balances the very human nature of organizations with the achievement of strategic objectives. 

When culture and strategy meet, the results are inspirational. 
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